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2. udgave

SPROGFAG I FORANDRING handler om undervisning i engelsk, 
tysk og fransk i grundskolen. Bogen omhandler såvel sprog
fagenes hvad og hvorfor som deres hvordan og sætter ikke 
mindst fokus på den ofte vanskelige omsætning af uddan
nelsespolitiske lovkrav og pædagogiske ideer til faktiske 
 læringsprocesser i skolens praksisrum. 

Bogen tager afsæt i et funktionelt sprogsyn, hvor sprog 
ses som et middel til kommunikation, og hvor sprog og 
 sprog tilegnelse ud fra et sociokognitivt læringssyn ses som 
processer og produkter af social interaktion mellem menne
sker, der skaber kommunikation qua deres egen individualitet 
og i skiftende fællesskaber. Bogens kultursyn er dynamisk, 
hvor kultur forstås som noget, der skabes mellem mennesker 
i kraft af de globale medier, verdenshandel, omfattende 
 turisme og international migration.

Bogens kapitler omhandler:

• praksis, dvs. selve undervisningen,

•  almen fagdidaktik som også indeholder undervisningens
metodelære, dvs. dels fagdidaktikken som blandt andet
omhandler valg af stof og indhold og dels almendidaktik
ken, fx stoffets sværhedsgrad og relevans både i forhold
til elevgruppen og den enkelte elev,

•  pædagogik som udtryk for undervisningsteori, dvs. meto
der og refleksioner til at gøre undervisningen anderledes,

•  skolekultur som samlende udtryk for forhold mellem
 undervisning, didaktik og pædagogik.

Bogens kapitler forholder sig alle til Fælles Mål 2009, og rela
tionerne mellem de uddannelsespolitiske tekster, undervis
nings og læringsteorier og skolens praksisrum bliver løbende 
behandlet gennem bogen.

Bogen henvender sig til lærerstuderende, masterstuderende, 
sproglærere samt studerende på sproglige universitetsuddan
nelser.
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Foreword
Foreword

Michael Byram

Every 24th December at 3.00pm, I hear the choir of King’s College Cambridge 
open the Christmas season with a hymn in which the tune is sung by the tenors 
and basses and a descant – a variation on the tune – is sung by the sopranos. 
The tune in this book is the discussion of the development and potential of lan-
guage teaching and learning in the Danish grundskole. My intention is to offer 
a descant, some reflections, which run in parallel, but independently, picking 
up a theme which is fundamental to the whole book, even when the authors 
are dealing with their own specific purposes and concerns.

The theme is the interplay of “nationalism” and “internationalism”. The service 
of Nine Lessons and Carols from King’s College is a national symbol, but also 
heard worldwide as an iconic annual event. The national and the international 
are intertwined.

* * *

The Danish grundskole, like any other institution of compulsory schooling, 
has had as a basic purpose to educate children and young people as members 
of the Danish state. In the early days of compulsory schooling the function was 
unmistakable. The state needed citizens who were able to meet the demands of 
industrialisation by learning to read and write and do arithmetic, and who were 
also loyal. In France from the 1870s, under Jules Ferry, schooling was laïque, 
obligatoire et gratuit (secular, obligatory and free), but this text, copied as a 
writing exercise in 1893, shows it was also patriotic:

Qu’est-ce que la patrie?
C’est le pays où l’on est né.

Vous connaissez, mes enfants, la famille et l’école, vous avez des parents, des frères 
et soeurs, des compagnes, voilà votre petite patrie. (…)

Mais vous savez très bien que votre commune n’est pas seule. Autour de vous dans 
vos promenades, vous avez aperçu les clochers des villages voisins, même avez-vous 
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visité quelques-uns de ces villages. Vous y avez trouvé des personnes qui vivent 
de la même vie que vous et qui parlent notre langue. Ce sont vos concitoyens, les 
enfants de la grande patrie.

(…) C’est votre Patrie commune, c’est cette belle France, dont vous ne devez jamais 
prononcer le nom qu’avec respect et avec amour (Grunstein et al., 2007: 4)

What is the fatherland?
It is the country where one is born.

Children, you know your family and your school, you have parents, brothers and 
sisters, friends, that is your little fatherland. (…)

But you also know very well that your community is not alone. All around you 
when you go for walks, you have seen the bell towers of neighbouring villages and 
you have even visited some of these villages. You found there people who live the 
same life as you and speak our language. These are your fellow citizens, children 
of the great fatherland.

(…) It is your common Fatherland, it is this beautiful France, whose name you must 
never pronounce except with respect and love.

Here are all the indicators of national identity as defined in the academic litera-
ture: the notion of community, the condition of being born in a country to be 
a citizen of it, the shared way of life or culture, speaking the shared language, 
which does not even have to be named – it is simply “our language”. These are 
the conditions of belonging, which today are still present in much nationalist 
thinking and create all the well-known problems in accepting that people who 
do not fulfil them all can nonetheless be citizens of a state.

As time passed by, these conditions became in many countries implicit, simply 
symbolised in the photograph of a national president or royal figurehead in the 
classroom, or the national flag outside the building. However, once again in the 
contemporary world, as politicians worry about the apparent lack of interest of 
young people in the processes of democracy and the fall in the numbers of young 
people voting, the appearance in European schools of education for citizenship 
is making the implicit once more explicit.

Thus today, the effects of schooling on the moulding of an identification 
with the state may be observable, but not remarked upon in daily practice, as 
when in the USA every pupil every day makes their pledge to the flag, a largely 
uncontroversial practice. They may be observable and highly controversial as 
in the introduction of a ceremony of saluting the national flag and singing the 
national hymn in the schools of Tokyo. Sometimes they may not be immediately 
observable and have to be sought in the hidden curriculum, or in the specifica-
tion of the contents of history teaching or, for example, in the obligation on all 
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pupils to read at least one Shakespeare play in the English curriculum – aptly 
called the National Curriculum. Learning national history and knowing at least 
one play by a national icon is part of the shaping of young people as citizens of 
their state, and I suspect Denmark is no exception.

For most young people, citizenship is happily equated with nationality as 
defined in the passage above from 1893, with the sense of belonging to the 
ethnic group, which is socially and politically dominant, a majority, in the state, 
all speaking “our language”. For young people of an ethnic minority however, 
identification with the state is not necessarily synonymous with identification 
with nationality. In Denmark’s contemporary society, there must be many young 
people in this minority situation, a situation, which is a challenge for any country 
which professes to be a homogeneous nation-state, as France for example has 
done for centuries. The challenge is not impossible however for either country 
or person, as the history of the German minority in Sønderjylland shows. For, 
after several decades of strife in the first half of the 20th century, the schools of 
the German minority found a formulation of their dual purpose: to educate 
young people to identify with the minority and its culture, speaking its language, 
whilst also identifying with the Danish state as citizens, and speaking Danish. 
The tensions which national education creates, can be resolved, but the case 
of any minority within a nation-state brings to the surface the nationalism on 
which schools are founded, and which appears in the knowledge which schools 
are expected to transmit.

The place of foreign languages teaching has long been incongruous in all this. 
Foreign languages turn learners’ attention to things beyond the state borders, 
and potentially challenge the nationalism of schooling. In times of peace among 
nations – such as the Entente Cordiale between France and Britain – the teaching 
of foreign languages is uncontroversial and supportive of state politics; French 
was throughout the 20th century the preferred foreign language in Britain. In 
times of war, the language of the enemy – and sometimes the teachers of the 
language – is perceived as a threat, and yet simultaneously it can be used as 
an instrument to know the enemy better. The rise of interest in teaching and 
learning Arabic and other languages in the USA after 2001 is a case in point 
(Kramsch, 2005). In the past, German and German teachers have suffered this 
fate in North America and Europe. Japanese and teachers of Japanese have had 
the same experience in East Asia.

Historic competition among nation-states for trade and empire has been 
replaced, but not entirely, by competition and cooperation among international 
companies. The economic historian Eric Hobsbawm (1992) argues that soon, if 
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not already, nation states will not be the defining elements of history; their role 
will be so reduced that they will not be significant entities in the historiography 
of the future. This change has been paralleled in foreign language teaching by a 
much greater emphasis on learning languages for communication and use in a 
globalised economy outside and after schooling. The “communicative approach” 
and its application to the world of work is the culmination of the call for a change 
in language teaching famously made by Viëtor in the 1880s.

In the course of this change, the international perspective offered by foreign 
language teaching, which prepared learners to read the literature, philosophy and 
history of other nation-states – modelled on the teaching of classical Greek and 
Latin – has been replaced by a different internationalism, associated with glo-
balisation. The internationalism of the communicative approach was sponsored 
in particular in the teaching of English, an English, which has become divorced 
from any specific nation-state. “International English” is convenient for those 
in globalised economies who use it as a lingua franca. It is also convenient for 
those education systems which want to maintain a strong national identity and 
resist the “internationalism”, which hides the hegemonic influence of the USA.

The “cultural turn” in foreign language teaching – described in detail by 
Gregersen in this volume – is a counter-balance to the instrumentalism and the 
particular kind of internationalism of the communicative approach. In my ver-
sion of it, the cultural turn is an attempt to reinstate the challenge to national-
ism in national and hidden curricula. It does so by building on the recent focus 
on communication and communicative competence, and is thus not a return 
to previous methods of teaching and learning. It includes nonetheless “study 
of” other cultures, as was the case when “modern” languages were modelled 
on “classical” languages, but it combines this with the teaching of skills and 
attitudes, which are intended to enable learners to discover and think critically 
for themselves about other cultures and their own.

In many foreign language classes, the “other” culture is presented as the cul-
ture of one of the countries where the language is spoken. This is the dominant 
case of language teaching in Britain, where French, German, Spanish and now 
Chinese and Japanese are taught. In other countries – but not all – the domi-
nance of English and its divorce from English-speaking countries means that 
“other” cultures are not always English-speaking. And where instrumentalism 
is strong, teaching international English with no reference to a specific national 
culture has, I suspect, difficulty in fulfilling the challenge to the nationalism of 
education systems, which it can and, in my opinion, should offer.

My focus on the culture of other nations, rather than the variety of cultures 
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within the borders of any country, has been criticized and justifiably so in the 
sense that my examples are usually taken from this perspective. The underlying 
model of competences, can however be used as guidance for setting teaching 
objectives – and this is its purpose – for interaction with people of any other 
social group, within or beyond the borders of one’s own state, and irrespective 
of whether they speak a different language. In this sense, the model is above 
all “anti-national”, and it is a model for use in teaching, not a model of all the 
complexities of intercultural competence.

Perhaps inevitably, intercultural competence pursued as a teaching aim by 
teachers of foreign language is focused on other countries, and can be best labelled 
as “international”, whereas intercultural competence as a teaching purpose for his-
tory teachers, geography teachers, teachers of the national or official language(s) 
and other areas of the school curriculum, will be focused on otherness within 
as well as beyond state borders.

Foreign language teaching, in short, is by its nature internationalist. It need 
not, as Risager (2007) and others rightly say, be focused on only one or two 
nations. Such a focus is however a locus for challenge to the national just as 
is a focus on “internationalism” per se. But then we must ask what kind of 
internationalism. For, just as nationalism is an ideology, so is internationalism. 
Nationalism is an ideology, which has successfully controlled large groups of 
people by hegemonic practices and by overt force. Internationalism has yet to 
prove itself. The rise of nationalism has been the object of many writings, but 
internationalism much less so, and in fact much less than “globalisation”.

Internationalism in education must include, at least as a basis, knowledge 
of other countries and regions than the one in which learners receive their 
schooling. The authors of this book pay particular attention to four kinds of 
knowledge defined by Qvortrup and presented in the introduction. when this 
system is used to delineate different kinds of knowledge about other countries 
and regions – other geo-political spaces – then what learners need is intercultural 
skills and attitudes (savoir être, savoir apprendre, savoir comprendre, as described 
in detail by Gregersen in this volume), and intercultural reflection and action 
(savoir s’engager and savoir faire), which correspond to Qvortrup’s third and 
fourth forms of knowledge.

The fourth kind is the most active, involving learners in behaviour, which 
intends to change material and cultural conditions for learning. This introduces 
the question of human agency (Archer, 2000) and the potential for teaching to 
stimulate learners to want to make change not only in their conditions for learn-
ing, but more widely in their society. Barnett (1997) has persuasively argued that 




